Mark and his team have sold my personal home in
less than 24 hours! They bring purchasers to you
and don't waste time by showing your home to non
interested parties.
Rice H.

Mark and his team did an exceptional job on selling our house. They
were in direct communication with us throughout the entire process,
extremely knowledgeable within the housing market, and made it very
easy to close. We could not be happier and will be recommending them
to all of our friends.
Greg D.

Mark Oatman and his team were great!! We listed our home and got full
asking price within 12 days. I would highly recommend Mark and his team
if you are selling or buying a home!
Greg B.

I couldn't have asked for a better team!
Leslie F.
Hands down the best realtor team in Lubbock. Responsive,
knowledgeable, and professional from start to finish. We have completed
3 transitions with the MO team and will use them again for all future real
estate needs in the Lubbock area.
Ryan T.

Outstanding Results!
806.543.8568
markoatman@remaxlubbock.com

www.oatmansellsit.com

Lubbock's 2016 Top
Producing Agent*

The Mark Oatman Team Difference
MO Team

Avg Lubbock Agents

67

82

$214,484

$179,502

Total Transactions

121

26

Total Sales Volume

$25,531,838

$4,746,879

*Mark Oatman was ranked #1 out of 1,000+ Realtors for production volume in 2016.

Thank you for taking the time to look over this information. We
would love the opportunity to help you in any way we can. Our top
priority is to provide our clients with excellent service that exceeds
expectations every step of the way.

Our Values
Integrity - Do what is right, especially when no one is looking.
Service - Exceed our clients' expectations at every opportunity.
Excellence - Strive for the best, do not settle for the status quo.
Professionalism - We believe your home is important business.
Knowledge - Knowledge is power, for us and the clients we serve.

Avg Days on Market
Avg Sales Price

Statistics from Lubbock Association of REALTORS®
These numbers ONLY include the top 300 agents in Lubbock

For Sale By Owner VS. REALTOR® Sale
•The typical FSBO home sold for $210,000 compared to $249,000 for
agent-assisted home sales.
•89% of ALL buyers purchased their home through an agent.
•70% of FSBO sellers said they had major difficulties in the process.

Mark Oatman

Allison Pace

Laci Demster

REALTOR®
806.543.8568

REALTOR®
806.786.9800

REALTOR®
713.962.5952

•FSBO homes take, on average, 19 days longer to sell and often must be
relisted on MLS.
Statistics from realtor.org

